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This ebook provides you with a lot of purchase relevant
background information on the most important Rolex
models. With this ebook you will be able to select the
watch you want to purchase with ease. You will have a
quick overview of the Rolex models and understand why
they are there and why some models are considered
more important and valuable than others. The Rolex
lineup of watches evolved over time. And like every
naturally evolving structure it is a bit confusing at the first
and often also second look. It helps a lot to understand
when and why which model was introduced and what
changes it got over time. You also will be able to
understand the Rolex vintage collectors' movement, that
values old Rolex models much higher than the modern
lineup. This ebook tries to sort this out a bit. To
understand what watch is meant for what audience, what
differences are there between the models, and how the
whole thing did evolve since the 1950s, this book will
give you some important advice. It is no question if you
will find the best watch for you within the Rolex world, if
you just know the details we present to you in this ebook.
And selecting the right Rolex is always a matter of
money. So be wise and learn, before you buy. This is not
a Rolex sales catalogue. In contrary to such an approach
we tried to cover all the information that is not given on
official websites but nevertheless should make it much
clearer, how the Rolex models are connected to each
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other and what might be the right one for your wrist.
* An exhaustive appraisal of the Rolex watch, including
studies of vintage models, current designs and special
editions* Learn how to spot fakes using the same clues
as the experts* Invaluable to any watch-lover, especially
aspiring Rolex collectorsHorological trends flit by faster
than ever in today's fast-paced society. But Rolex does
not rely on gimmicks; theirs is a more perennial allure,
with a reputation built on traditions and hard-earned skill.
A company that innovates while paying homage to their
roots, every Rolex is the cumulation of centuries of
watchmaking expertise. Within this book you will find
explanations of the making process, descriptions of the
materials involved and expert commentary on what
makes each Rolex wristwatch unique. The Book of Rolex
demonstrates how each model fits its social milieu,
present and past. It also addresses the multitude of
fakes on the market, including the so-called
'Frankensteins' - watches made from a mixture of real
parts and forgeries, which are notoriously hard to spot imparting all the skills needed to pick counterfeits out of
a line-up. A holistic view of Rolex watches, this book
promises to be as timeless as the brand itself. Should
you be considering a Rolex, this book will convince you
of its worth as an investment.
Too many people go through life racing after proof of
their self-worth along an external loop: the finest shoes
or watch, the most expensive car, a bigger house – or a
better-looking mate, a brighter child, another academic
or professional degree, a promotion at work. Some of
these items may be briefly satisfying . . . but soon the old
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hunger returns. You can avoid this senseless and
exhausting pursuit by reconnecting with the spiritual
Being that has lived inside you from birth. In this
compelling and enlightening book, Dr. Rajiv Juneja
shows how acknowledging the spirit within offers new
insights about the biological, psychological, and social
aspects of our lives – helping us manage mindless
responses, build emotional intelligence, find a life
partner, enhance our relationships, and follow a purposefilled highway at work. You Are More Than That
describes rich strategies and practices for mastering
your emotions and walking out of the comfort zone that
hinders your growth. Your internal sense of soul will
release your mind’s full energies and let you fall in love
with life. This book clearly demonstrates that you are
more than the limited creature you may perceive, and
you can follow a different story than the often-negative
narrative cobbled together unconsciously from childhood
experiences. You are more than that.
PRESENTATION: STAINLESS STEEL ROLEX This
book is about all stainless steel Rolex watches, both
modern and vintage models. The stainless steel is an
alloy, mainly composed of iron and carbon, which is
resistant, shiny, but above all… fashionable. A Rolex
watch must work and perform even in the most hostile
environment. With the passing of time, the techniques of
stainless steel production have continuously evolved.
Therefore there are different types of steel which have
been used by Rolex (i.e. Rolesium: a Rolex patent from
21 May 1932 to arrive today to 904L steel). Technical
details, historical profiles, characteristics of all Rolex
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watches in stainless steel will satisfy your professional
needs and will also represent a useful guide to invest in
these watches. TOPICS Between the topics of the book
we can find: The whole Oyster line Push-Back case
Rolex watches: those models with the snap on the case
Chronographs: this chapter is divided in two parts –
chronographs with push-back case and chronographs
with Oyster case The “Masters”: the most complicated
Rolex watches The military models: Rolex watches that
were part of the equipment of different army soldiers.
Between the models in this chapter:
Submariners,Cosmographs, GMT-Master and Turn-OGraphs. The Panerai Rolexes: those Panerai models
with a Rolex movement. These watches achieved a very
high value by Mario Paci. Comex: all Rolexes produced
for Comex. Not only Submariner and Sea-Dweller but
also Explorer and GMT-Master. Personalized dials:
those Rolex watches with dials characterized by different
logos, such as logos of companies, countries, ministers,
Rolex retailers and much more. Faded dials: those
examples with turning color dial. The most relevant
colors are brown, light green and cream. Rare and
particular dials: Rolex watches with pulsometer,
underline, albino, black out, cern, 3-6-9 dials Bamford:
Rolex watches personalized by Bamford Watch
Department It is an updated and complete edition which
provides technical details, history, scrutinized
descriptions, high quality images and updated prices of
Rolexes in stainless steel. The book comes with the
updated price list of all published watches.
With more than 60,000 prices listed, this revised and
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updated reference features the most up-to-date
information on thousands upon thousands of the most
sought-after items. New this year are sections on movie
memorabilia and buying and selling on the Internet.
Illustrations throughout.
This Strega Prize winner “ticks all the boxes of a thriller
while also being a masterfully written, baroque, manyfaceted depiction of modern Italy” (The Spectator). Bari,
southern Italy: On a stifling summer night, on the
outskirts of town, a young woman named Clara,
daughter of the region’s most prominent family of real
estate developers, stumbles naked, dazed, and bloodied
down a major highway. Her death will be deemed a
suicide. Her estranged half-brother, however, cannot free
himself from her memory or the questions surrounding
her death, and the more he learns about Clara’s life, the
more he reveals the moral decay at the core of his
family’s ascent to social prominence. Winner of the
2015 Strega Prize, Italy’s preeminent prize for fiction,
Ferocity is at once an intimate family saga, a cinematic
portrait of the moral and political corruption of an entire
society, and a “gripping” tale of suspense (The Irish
Times). “Biting social commentary as well as edge-ofseat reading.” —Library Journal (starred review) “Allows
the mystery to slowly and captivatingly resolve while
offering a layered portrait of contemporary Italian life and
the abuses of power that money can excuse.”
—Publishers Weekly “Complex, darkly absorbing and
mysterious literary fiction.” —Booklist
HISTORY WILL REPEAT ITSELF... UNLESS SHE CAN
STOP IT. Juicy stories are investigative reporter Winter
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Archer's bread and butter. So when her beloved mentor
asks her to write the biography of Athena Academy's
founder, Winter jumps at the chance. But someone out
there will stop at nothing-not even murder-to ensure that
long-buried secrets remain hidden. And Winter can't
finish the job unless she joins forces with the one man
who is most definitely off-limits. Only together can they
uncover the deadly plot that spans decades and
threatens to destroy a legacy.... Athena Force Will the
women of Athena unravel Arachne's powerful web of
blackmail and death...or succumb to their enemies'
deadly secrets?

PRESENTATION: ROLEX DAY-DATE, THE
“PRESIDENT’S WATCH” The Rolex Day-Date is
the first wristwatch which indicates the date and the
day of the week. In 1956 Rolex presents one of its
most successful and most popular watches ever: the
Day-Date,. This model is one of the world’s most
famous Rolex watches; classic, beautiful, functional,
useful and elegant. In 2008 a new chapter of this
watch, the Day-date II (ø 41 mm) and in 2015 the
new Day-Date 40. Known as “President’s Watch”,
this Rolex Day-Date has characterized and
influenced the history of horology with developments
and innovations during the years.With high definition
unreleased images, technical details, dials variants,
history and updated price of every model, this book
analyses every reference from 1956 until today.
TOPICS In this book the authors examine calibers,
dials, cases, braceletsPage
and
many more components
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of every model. You’ll find all dials with their variants
of color (Stella dial) and material(lapis lazuli, root
wood, meteorite, etc). Furthermore: the first Rolex
Day-Date, 1800 series, “pie-pan” dials, 18000
series, personalized dials, special series, vintage
advertisements, box, papers, Oysterquartz DayDate, 18200 and 18300 series,Day-Date II, DayDate 40 and much more. We can read from an
official Rolex document: « THE BIRTH OF THE
“DATEJUST” AND THE “DAY-DATE” Not satisfied
with having realized a selfwinding waterproof watch,
we decided to dedicate ourselves to studying the
calendar watch. This is how the “Datejust”, which
clearly indicates the date on the dial in a small
aperture with a Cyclops lens which enlarges it so as
tomake it easier to read, was born. The next stage
was the launch of the “Day-Date”, a perfected
model which also indicates, with letters, the days of
the week. The day and the date automatically
change every evening at midnight. » These are the
words of Roger Federer, a living tennis legend,
about his Day-Date II: “The reason I like my DayDate so much is because it is a legendary watch,
elegant but with a certain spirit, with a touch
ofmodernity added to its stylish black dial”.
A resource for identifying fake, replica, or countefeit
watches. Detailed descriptions and over 500
photographs are provided to aid in spotting replica
watches. This book provides the tools to inform
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people how to spot fraud on sites such as eBay, and
allow them to purchase watches safely online. Visit
our web site at www.replicawatchreport.com for
more information.
Over a short ten-year time-span, Hodinkee has
positioned itself as the preeminent and most
distinguished destination for modern and vintage
wristwatch enthusiasts. Exiting a career in finance,
Ben Clymer decided to fuse his horological and
writing passions in order to start a blog discussing
everything from new products to vintage wristwatch
auctions. Titling his endeavor after the Czech word
hodinky, which means 'little watch, ' Clymer sought
to create a platform that was casual and accessible
to all levels of enthusiasts--within a few years The
New York Times dubbed him the "High Priest of
Horology." What started as a humble blog quickly
transformed into a full-fledged magazine and ecomm hub for some of the world's leading watch
brands. Celebrating the decade milestone since
Hodinkee's founding, this book captures the storied
expertise of the world's leading experts on time. With
chapters breaking down chronographs, dive
watches, high design, and horological icons, this
book is a connoisseur's compendium for the
timepiece veterans and novices alike.
PRESENTATION: HOW TO KNOW EVERYTHING
ABOUT THE ROLEX GMT-MASTER The GMTMaster was created to meet the needs of Pan
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American Airways to supply its pilots with a
wristwatch able to indicate the time back home and
the time in their arrival destination simultaneously. It
was necessary to give the pilots a “technical”
wristwatch, which indicated simultaneously the two
different times. It is from this point that the request
arose from Pan Am to Rolex, to create a new watch
for modern age aviators: a watch with two time
zones. The name GMT-Master was chosen… Are you
a watch collector and you need information about the
Rolex GMT-Master? Are you a watch dealer and you
want to know exactly what you are buying and
selling? Do you want to know the real value of your
GMT-Master? For all this and much much more, this
book is perfect for you. You will also know the
current value of every GMT-Master. TOPICS With
high quality images, technical details and updated
prices, this book shows and describes every GMTMaster and GMT-Master II reference. For each
watch this guide explains every characteristic:
crystal, bakelite bezel, anodized aluminium bezel,
Cerachrom bezel, bracelet, case back, winding
crown, case number with production year, dial,
movement, hands, etc. Furthermore, the book
shows: “Albino”, bachelite, “Batman”, bracelets,
calibers, “circular” indexes, “circular edged”
indexes, “Cornino” crown guards, “standard” crown
guards, GMT hand with small arrow, Green Dial,
Oysterlock, sunken holes, vintage advertisements,
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Underline, box, papers, the “Ice” model, “Chuck
Yeager”, “Tiffany & Co.”, “Mission Everest”, dials
with Arab coats of arms, … Attached are the updated
estimates of every modern and vintage Rolex GMTMaster.
“This page-turning combination of business book
and adventure saga tells the tale of the Ford Motor
Company’s” 2016 triumph at Le Mans (The New
York Times, “10 New Books We Recommend This
Week”). At the 2015 Detroit Auto Show, Ford
unveiled a new car—and the automotive world lost its
collective mind. This wasn’t some new Explorer or
Focus. Onto the stage rolled a carbon-fiber GT
powered by a six-cylinder Ecoboost engine that
churned out over 600 horsepower. It was sexy and
jaw dropping, but, more than that, it was a callback
to the legendary Ford GT40 Mk IIs that stuck it to
Ferrari and finished 1-2-3 at Le Mans in 1966.
Detroit was back, and Ford was going back to Le
Mans. Matthew DeBord, a veteran auto industry
journalist, tells the incredible story of Ford’s
resurgence in Return to Glory. A decade ago, CEO
Alan Mulally took over the iconic company and,
thanks to his “One Ford” plan, helped it weather the
financial crisis without a government bailout. DeBord
revisits the story of the 1960s, details the creation of
the new GT, and follows the team through the racing
season—from Daytona to Sebring and Laguna Seca
in Monterey. Finally, DeBord joins the Ford team in
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Le Mans in June 2016. This fabled twenty-four-hour
endurance race is designed to break cars and
drivers, and it was at Le Mans, fifty years after the
company’s greatest triumph, that Ford’s comeback
was put to the ultimate test.
PRESENTATION: LEARN EVERYTHING ABOUT
MODERN AND VINTAGE ROLEX DAYTONA
ROLEX DAYTONA STORY describes every single
Daytona reference, from its origin until today
providing all the essential details for collectors,
enthusiasts and dealers. All references are
presented with the dates of the beginning and of the
end of production; each model is illustrated with all
those characteristics that determine the value and
the rarity of the watch. All the illustrations in this
volume are exactly what collectors have always
dreamt of: large, beautiful and depicting every little
detail of all the watches. Are you a watch collector
and want to know every little detail about Rolex
Daytona? Have you only recently approached the
world of Rolex watches and are you looking for
reliable answers to your doubts? Are you a watch
dealer and want to know exactly what you buy or
sell? Do you want to know the real value of your
Daytona watches? Do you want to know the real
value of your Daytona chronographs? For all this
and much more, this book is perfect for you Attached
are the updated estimates of all published watches.
TOPICS The important dates of the Daytona, the
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chronological production table, the “Paul Newman”
dials, the Daytona dial makers, the Greek letter
“sigma”, the customized dials, the faded dials, the
calibers used and their differences, the aftermarket
dials, the push-buttons, the bezels, thewinding
crowns, the “underline” dials, the “Tropical Dials”,
the bracelets, the gold hallmarks, the enamel dials,
regular 6 and inverted 6, the updated estimates of all
published watches. All models are accompanied by
the descriptions of all those characteristics that
determine the value and the rarity of the watch, such
as: Bezels – Bracelets – Buttons – Calibers – Case
back – Cases -Dials – Dials with changing color –
Diameter – Hallmarks – Hands – Indexes – Inverted
6 – Lugs – Movements – Papers – References with
their period of production – Sigma – Spare parts –
Winding Crown.
PRESENTATION: THE ULTIMATE BOOK ABOUT
ROLEX Rolex Encyclopedia is the most complete
and updated guide on vintage and modern Rolex
watches and it includes every Rolex produced from
1905 until today. A travel through time which you
won’t be able to interrupt! There is a big story
behind every important brand: a story made of great
ideas, great adventures, enterprises and innovations
that have changed the world that we knew. This is
the case of Rolex. Many things have already been
said about its story, but the love and passion of
Guido Mondani Editore have no limits and this is why
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the Rolex Encyclopedia wants to reach the soul of
the story of this important brand, which has changed
the world of watchmaking forever. No one before has
ever written so much about the great enterprises of
Rolex: a story of outstanding pioneers, of
courageous and far-sighted persons, of state-of-theart watches, which almost represent the Holy Grail
for watch collectors. A story told in three big books
that in their kind are definitely another unique
mission. TOPICS Ask yourself a question, any
question …. What is the origin of the name Rolex?
Where does the nickname “Bubble Back” come
from? How many pieces of the Rolex Split-Seconds
model were produced? When was the Submariner
model created to commemorate the Panama
Channel? How many Marks exist for the Submariner
and Sea-Dweller models? How many Daytona watch
models were produced? How many hours does it
take to produce a Cerachrom bezel? You will find all
the answers in here. Furthermore, these books allso
provides the estimates of every Rolex, basing on the
conditions, and the updated price of all watches in
production. MODELS Air-King, Bart Simpson,
Bicchierini dial, Bubble Back, Buckley dial, Comex,
Chronographs, Cosmograph, Dato-compax,
Daytona, Deep Sea, Double Red, Exclamation mark,
Explorer I, Explorer II, Explorer dial, Feet First,
Glidelock, Glossy dial, GMT-Master, Ghost dial,
Green, Hulk, James Bond, Lumi dial, Meter First,
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Milgauss, Military, Moon Phases, Oman dial, Oyster
Date, Oyster DateJust, Oyster DateJust II, Oyster
Day-Date, Oyster Day-Date II, Oyster No Date,
Panerai, Patent Pending, Patrizzi Dial, Personalized
dials (Astrua, Bucherer, Cartier, Cuervos y Sobrinos,
Panama Canal, Polipetto, Ronchi, Serpico y Laino,
Tiffany, Verga, Versace), Prince, Quartz, Rehaut,
Sea-Dweller, Sky-Dweller, Spider dial, Sub-aqua,
Submariner, Texano, Triplesix, Tropical dial, Turn- OGraph, Underline, Yacht Master.
Fashion with Function Step into the fascinating world
of watches. From the early "trench watches" of
World War I to some of today's elegant diamondstudded cocktail watches, Vintage Wristwatches will
entertain and educate you about these small works
of art that have stood the test of time. Whether
novice or seasoned collector, you'll enjoy the rich
histories of American and European manufacturers
past and present. Original newspaper and magazine
advertisements complement more than 1,200
photographs of collectible wristwatches, while brief
descriptions include values recently commanded at
auction. In addition, you'll find: • A glossary of watch
terminology commonly used among collectors •
Tutorials for identifying wristwatches • Factors to
consider when determining a wristwatch's value
Provides lists of selling prices of items found on
eBay in such categories as antiques, boats, books,
cameras, coins, collectibles, dolls, DVDs, real estate,
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stamps, tickets, and video games.
A deliciously raw look inside one of the most
exclusive derivatives desks on Wall Street, not only
at the peak of the bubble, but also at the depths of
the crisis. Mr. Herreshoff's self deprecating and often
times hilarious anecdotes leave the reader with a
radically different take on both Wall Street and the
Financial Crisis. Magnificently written and
marvelously entertaining.
Rolex Daytona StoryGuido Mondani Editore e Ass
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences
readers to help them master the modern world.
Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips,
gadgets and digital technology, information on the
newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Here's an up-to-the-minute guide to the everexpanding collectors' market for pocket- and
wristwatches. For nine years, considered the best
guide to this subject in the field. More than 2,200
photographs.
Does the sheer variety paralyze you? Are you
stumped by the acronyms and jargon? Fearful of
scammers and just want an honest watch at a fair
price? Like you, each watch is unique and matching
one to a collection or collector is a special event.
Whether it’s a first or a last, the match is visceral
and life long. There’s a lot at stake. The Vintage
Rolex Field Guide is your best shot at buying-well
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and avoiding pitfalls. It is full of advice and details to
help you access facts and specs without gushy
superlatives. Spot, identify and assess the best
vintage Rolex watches with the right data. Life is
short and your time is precious so wear it well. If
you’re ready to take action, this book is for you.
A Delta team captures a high-ranking Hezbollah commander
and uncovers an Iranian plot to restart uranium enrichment.
To avert an Israeli preemptive nuclear strike, the United
States and Israel conduct a joint cyber-warfare operation to
cripple Irans nuclear program. Their effort reveals something
more sinistera long-drawn plan by China to bring America to
its knees by collapsing its economy and shift the balance of
power in Asia. With scaled-down forces in Asia and spread
thin in keeping the Iranians at bay, the Americans only option
is to send two men to stop the Chineseex-CIA John Okamoto,
who once led the Phoenix Program, and his adoptive son,
Eric Sloane, who led the operation against the Hezbollah
commander. But they are fighting a cunning and ruthless
enemy from Johns past. Eric must also face betrayal by the
woman he loves and treachery from within his ranks. The fate
of Pax Americana hangs in the balanceand the battle must be
fought in the bourses of New York to the jungles of the
Philippines and the islands in Okinawa.
Finding a vintage Rolex is easy. Finding one that’s worth its
price... that’s the challenge. Fakes are getting harder to spot,
and a poor restoration could end up costing you more than its
price in repairs. That’s a painful mistake you could avoid with
the right information. Written by a seasoned collector, this
guide will teach you the complex nuances of vintage Rolex
watches, saving you from financial catastrophe and turning
you into a savvy collector. 1,483 references are covered in
extraordinary detail, from antique and vintage dress watches
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to contemporary professional watches. Bezel sizes, dial
markings, case engraving, hands, movements and much
more, all documented so you know exactly what you’re
paying for. The guide will lead you from potential pitfall to
glorious barn-find, with all the treacherous twists and turns
along the way. There are plenty of pictures to inspire, inform
and enlighten you as you learn to zero-in on your dream
watch. The world of vintage Rolex watches is complex and
nuanced, making it especially daunting for the first-time
buyer. But armed with the facts, you will make informed
choices that put you back in the driver’s seat.
“A brainy, twisty, sometimes twisted mystery.”--Gillian Flynn,
author of Gone Girl A man wakes up naked and cold, halfdrowned on an abandoned beach… The only sign of life for
miles is an empty BMW. Inside the expensive car he finds
clothes that fit perfectly, shoes for his tattered feet, a Rolex,
and an auto registration in the name of Daniel Hayes,
resident of Malibu, California. None of it is familiar. How did
he get here? Who is he? While he searches for answers, the
world searches for him—beginning with the cops who kick in
the door of his dingy motel with drawn guns. All he
remembers is a woman’s face, so he leaves town in search
of her in hopes of uncovering his true identity. But that raises
the most chilling question of all… What will he find when he
gets there? Praise for Marcus Sakey "Truly excellent. Like
vintage Elmore Leonard crossed with classic Dennis
Lehane.”—Lee Child, author of A Wanted Man and Never Go
Back “An authentic, original new voice.”—George Pelecanos,
author of The Double and What it Was "The reigning prince of
crime fiction."--Chicago Tribune "The electric jolt American
crime fiction needs."--Dennis Lehane “Crime drama for the
21st century.”—National Public Radio “One of the hottest
young crime writers in the country.”—The Oregonian “Snappy
writing…hair-raising.”—Entertainment Weekly Marcus Sakey is
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the author of Brilliance, The Amateurs, Good People, The
Two Deaths of Daniel Hayes, and other novels and stories.
"Rolex was established in 1908, a century ago, so one
hundred years have passed from that day to the publication
of this volume in which the author, John Goldberger,
illustrates what he considers to be the 100 most beautiful
examples ever produced. One hundred years of life, and one
hundred examples, traced back through time thanks to
painstaking research, with the collaboration of some of the
most renowed collectors in the world, and photographed to
show the characteristics of the movement, case and dial of
each example in the best possible way. The top one hundred,
we could say, also to narrow down the field of research,
which would otherwise have been incredibly vast, to grasp the
essence of a brand that has probably contributed more than
any other to the development of the wristwatch. Giampiero
Negretti Over 700 colour illustrations and 400 descriptions
provide the collector and watch enthusiast with invaluable
information on reference numbers, watchcases, faces,
movements, related calibres and the year of production of
each watch. The book is divided into seven chapters:
Watches with a destiny; Oyster; Chronograph and moon
phases; Oyster chronograph and moon phases; Datejust,
Day-Date; Sport Models; Cosmograph."--BOOK JACKET.
Provides advice and step-by-step instructions on fashion and
beauty; addressing such topics as haircuts, pedicures,
accessories, hats, choosing an overcoat, luggage, closet
organization, and more.
Today Rolex Passion is the most updated edition on Rolex
wristwatches: a book that illustrates and describes all vintage
and modern models, including timepieces introduced at
Baselworld 2017. Rolex Passion also represents the first
“social book” by Mondani, tradition combined with the future:
the code QR on the cover of the book takes you directly to
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our page on Facebook (“Rolex Passion by Mondani”), which
has more than half a million followers and is updated with
images and information about different watches every day.
On this page you can also find watches that are on sale at the
most reliable and known retailers worldwide. Another
important new element of this book is the large section
entirely dedicated to the Rolex watches of our Clients and
Followers from all over the world, with unpublished pictures,
which arrive directly from the network profiles of our Clients
and Followers. A unique opportunity to see wonderful
timepieces in constantly different and original contexts.
Furthermore, “Rolex Passion” is also the first book of the
dealers, since it includes a large chapter on dealers, retailers
and vendors worldwide, who are recommended to you by
Mondani. This book is perfect for those who are approaching
the world of Rolex watches. “Rolex Passion” takes the
reader on a journey through the entire production of watches
and illustrates the history and the main technical features of
all the references. This volume should be present in the
bookcase of our Clients, who already own other editions by
Mondani, since it is a real novelty, which allows one to follow
the most active and updated page about Rolex on Facebook.
The preface of this book was written by Roman Sharf, a
dealer of new and second wrist luxury watches in
Philadelphia. He is esteemed throughout the world and has
great experience in the watch market. ROLEX PASSION
TOPICS: Rolex Passion describes on more than 350 pages
the whole production of the Genevan Maison from the first
models up to the present day. This book also illustrates
important details, small differences, special features of
bezels, dials and hands and a lot more. Rolex Passion is
divided in categories in alphabetic order and represents a
general guideline, which describes all the references, but also
satisfies the demands of those who require more detailed
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information, for example: the customized Serpico y Laino
dials, the chronographs, which were produced only in very
small numbers, the characteristics of the Paul Newman
models, watches with tropical dials, the calibers, the
timepiece, which was called “Padellone,” the evolution and
the range of dials of the Datejust and Day-Date, the Texano,
the complications of the Sky-Dweller, the evolution of the
diver’s models from the James Bond up to the James
Cameron, the Oysterflex, the ceramic bezel inserts (including
those of the modern Daytona), etc. The last chapters
describe all the models, which were presented at Baselworld,
like for example the Sea-Dweller, ref. 126600 with red writing,
the new Sky-Dweller in stainless steel with a blue dial, the
Yacht-Master with a sapphire and diamond set bezel and a
lot more. The chapter “Shots from the Web” is absolutely
new. It illustrates photos of Rolex watches from all over the
world: models, which are rare or common, modern or vintage,
in good or less good condition, are presented on different and
original backgrounds.
America's antiques experts Ralph and Terry Kovel present
the 27th edition of the best-selling price guide in America,
with this year's prices for the antiques and collectibles most
sought by today's collectors. Includes the most
comprehensive cross-referenced index of its kind.
Watches are more than devices useful for monitoring the time
you have left in a day, assessing where the day went or when
you need to be someplace. They look good, they help keep
life organized and they can be some of the most impressive
collectibles or heirlooms you will ever find. Within the book of
this time keeper's must-have, you will discover more than
1,000 color photos of wristwatches and pocket watches,
detailed descriptions and up-to-date pricing for famous
makers such as Elgin, Longines, Omega, Hamilton, Rolex
and Bulova.
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The Watch is the most popular book on vintage and
contemporary mechanical watches, appealing to both
beginners and experts. In the decade since it was published,
the international audience of watch lovers and watch
collectors has grown exponentially. It’s time for The Watch,
Thoroughly Revised. For this new edition, the original author,
Gene Stone, is joined by Stephen Pulvirent of Hodinkee.com.
Together, they have thoroughly revamped the book to reflect
the current state of the watch world, with the addition of new
brands, new models, and more focused and nuanced
coverage of the traditional brand leaders, including Rolex,
Patek Philippe, Omega, and TAG Heuer.
With 100% new content and more than 400 gorgeous color
photos, Warman's Watches Field Guide is the essential
portable guide to one of the hottest collecting categories. This
book covers more than 100 years of watches from more than
50 watch manufactures, including famous Swiss (Patek
Phillipe, Cyma, Rolex, Omega, Breitling) and American
(Bulova, Illinoins, Eligin, Hamilton) companies. Each listing
from these companies, and others, features a detailed
description and accurate pricing information, along with
photos of near-mint versus the average watch, all of which
will be aiding you in identifying and valuing their own
collections.
When Technocultures Collide provides rich and diverse
studies of collision courses between technologically inspired
subcultures and the corporate and governmental entities they
seek to undermine. The adventures and exploits of computer
hackers, phone phreaks, urban explorers, calculator and
computer collectors, “CrackBerry” users, whistle-blowers,
Yippies, zinsters, roulette cheats, chess geeks, and a range
of losers and tinkerers feature prominently in this volume.
Gary Genosko analyzes these practices for their remarkable
diversity and their innovation and leaps of imagination. He
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assesses the results of a number of operations, including the
Canadian stories of Mafiaboy, Jeff Chapman of Infiltration,
and BlackBerry users. The author provides critical accounts
of highly specialized attributes, such as the prospects of
deterritorialized computer mice and big toe computing, the
role of electrical grid hacks in urban technopolitics, and
whether info-addiction and depression contribute to tactical
resistance. Beyond resistance, however, the goal of this work
is to find examples of technocultural autonomy in the minor
and marginal cultural productions of small cultures, ethicopoetic diversions, and sustainable withdrawals with genuine
therapeutic potential to surpass accumulation, debt, and
competition. The dangers and joys of these struggles for
autonomy are underlined in studies of RIM’s BlackBerry and
Julian Assange’s WikiLeaks website.
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